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Fathers of Electricity in America 

 Steinmetz     Edison   Tesla 

   Samuel Insull    George Norris  Chauncey Starr 
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FATHERS OF ELECTRICITYIn order to understand the prospective role superconductivity, or that of any new technology, may, or may not, have in the American Electricity Enterprise, it is important to understand its history and the individuals who created it.  An excellent resource for those who seek historical background, is Phil Schewe’s book “The Grid,” published in 2007 and reviewed by yours truly in Nature, go to http://w2agz.com/Publications/Book%20Reviews/06%20(2007)%20Plugged%20Into%20the%20Matrix.pdf to download.  The “short story:”First Row:SteinmetzMathematical formalism of transient current (ac) circuitsEdison“Neighborhood” generation of electricity; various appliances (the incandescent lamp)TeslaLong distance transmission of electricitySecond Row:InsullInvented the substation; the regulated franchised utilityNorrisPromoted use of US hydro-reserves for interstate generation and transmission, e.g., Tennessee Valley, Columbia RiverStarrAlong with Wally Zinn, co-founded and pioneered nuclear power generation of electricity (US and worldwide)Bottom Line:  In America, for a given new technology to succeed, it has to hold out a promise to “make money,” e.g., the current deluge of addictive idiotDevices, or, to satisfy a compelling  social need, e.g., a diagnosis/treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease (not yet available!).



“Ancient History” 
“Those who cannot remember the past 

are condemned to repeat it” 
George Santayana 

• With the emergence of long distance telegraphic and electricity transmission
throughout Europe and the US in the late 19th century, Pirelli in 1901 began
exploitation of its rubber vulcanization IP to produce cables to service the
emerging market.

• Pirelli quickly came to dominate production and installation of electric power
transmission cables in North America.

• In the 1980s, Pirelli entered the market for fiber optic cables, again deploying
similar production technology used for power lines.

• Now it’s 1989.  Pirelli spots a new opportunity (similar to that provided by fiber
optics in communication) for commercialization of HTSC for electricity, especially in
the US where it has dominated transmission cable deployment by American
electric utilities for the previous seven decades.

• Pirelli thus undertakes a collaboration with American Superconductor to develop
Bi-2223 “OPIT” HTSC tapes as the conductor basis for a new generation of high-
delivery cables.

• It is important to note that this collaboration was initially funded by Pirelli, with
later partial support from DOE and EPRI (i.e., NOT totally government sponsored!)

...more... 
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The path Pirelli journeyed from vulcanization of rubber for bicycle tires in 1872, through to packaging for underground electric transmission cables, to exploration of the potential of high temperature superconductors for power applications.



...Continued... 
• Pirelli’s vision:  A market possibly exists for a

“retrofit/replacement” HTSC transmission/distribution
cable with the following idealized parameters:
– 20-120 kV with the same form factor as conventional
– 3 kA capacity (3x that of 1 kA conventional)
– 2x cost of conventional

• By mid-1993, a 50-m “warm temperature dielectric”
prototype “mock up” cable and terminations, satisfying
the above I/V characteristics was built using AMSC
“Gen I” wire, partially funded by EPRI, and successfully
tested  at Pirelli’s South Carolina facility.

• Now, a few pictures...
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Events leading up to the “warm temperature” dielectric cable design targeting “retrofit” opportunities to replace/upgrade existing underground distribution cables within the same footprint.



“South Carolina” Photo Album 
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Details of wire to conductor to cable:Top:  Cross-section of AMSC OPIT Gen I wire/tape:  BSCCO c-axis oriented powder (black) strands embedded in a silver (white) ribbon.  Approximate dimensions:  3 x 0.5 mm.Right:  Conductor stranding line at Pirelli’s Milan facility.Left:  Model displaying one finished section of WTD cable, with two accompanying empty cable formers.



“Middle Ages” 

• It’s now 1998.  EPRI joins with Pirelli, AMSC, DOE, and Lotepro to propose an in-
field demonstration of the WTD cable concept with investor-owned utility, Detroit-
Edison (DECO, now DTE).

• Why DTE?
– During the decades following the 1960s, the economy and infrastructure in downtown Detroit

declined rapidly.
– However, with the advent of casino gambling in 1994 in neighboring Windsor, Ontario, it was

anticipated that a new era of growth would occur in Detroit to service the tourist trade to
follow that would pressure the aging urban electricity distribution network.

– DTE viewed the Pirelli WTD concept as a solution that could double or triple power delivery to
mid-town Detroit within the existing underground duct facilities.

– DTE, established in 1908 and a founding member of EPRI, had a long established reputation as
an early adopter of novel electric technologies.

• DTE’s Frisbie substation, one of the earliest distribution substations in the US
(1930), on the eastern metropolitan border of Detroit, was chosen as the
demonstration site by reason of its ease of access and existing support facilities.

• Installation of three cables, each approximately 120 meters long, and attendant
cryogenic, splice joint and termination ancillary  requirement, was completed in
late 2001.

• The intention was to operate each for 18 months, all the while monitoring
performance, with subsequent removal and return to Pirelli to study any
deterioration issues. 7 
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“Milan-Frisbie” Photo Album 
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Kick-off meeting of the DOE-EPRI-Pirelli-DTE team in Milan.  Note segment of the WTD cable.
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Pictorials and map of the Frisbie substation demonstration site in suburban Detroit.Shown in the middle of the second row of photos is a view of existing cable “pipe-ing” emerging in a “manhole” within the substation.     Note each “carries” a single phase, and the intention was to replace each with a “retrofit” HTSC WTD cable (with triple capacity!)Included is a table of project costs underwritten by each party.  Note that ~56-57% was non-governmental, and the site was “donated” by an IOU.Finally, the member of the cable laying team in blue jeans was required by the IBEW union workers at Frisbie to undergo 3-4 hours of “training     in the trade” inasmuch as a PhD in Physics from Harvard was not considered a sufficient skill set to undertake the task at hand.



“The Dark Age” 
• In late 1998, AMSC detected “blister/balloon” issues in its “Gen I” due to

LN2 diffusion though the silver binder.  These were fixed prior to cable
manufacture.

• However, after installation of the three WTD cables in Frisbie, it was found
on initial “pump down,” leaks of various severity were discovered in all
three phases.  Two of the cables were returned to Pirelli for further
analyses.

• The remaining “third phase” cable exhibited “intermittent pressure
instabilities” reaching roughly 5•10-2 torr.

• Since the  cable terminations shared their vacuum with the cable itself,
this pressure represents roughly 10% of the Paschen discharge limit for
gaseous N2 at the substation distribution voltage of 24 kV, it was deemed
unsafe to energize and connect to the DTE local grid.

• Subsequent metallurgical analysis of the stainless steel inner and outer
corrugated vacuum barriers revealed microcracks, most likely caused by
hydrogen embrittlement and amorhorphization induced by Pirelli’s use of
its standard production methods employed in its conventional
hermetically sealed cable products.
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This slide summarizes the technical issues that surfaced as installation of the DTE-Frisbie demonstration proceeded.  Experience with similar introduction of new technologies into existing infrastructures of all types, e.g., information processing, teaches such to be expected.  If the prospective market is attractive (profit), these issues are quickly resolved. 



Leaks emerged 
after pulling cable 

around the 
conduit bends 
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“August, 2003 - A Brief Dawning” 
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This slide shows, that despite the cable packaging design shortfalls, the HTSC technology performed up to, and exceeded, performance expectations, especially with respect to dc and ac critical state parameters.



Why Did Pirelli “Park” HTSC Cable 
Development? 

• It was NOT due to the problems encountered at Detroit Edison!
• Pirelli Timeline ($100 M, 1993 – 2002)

– 1993 SPI for EPRI/Pirelli Proto 
– 1998-1Q SPI for Detroit Edison 
– 1998-4Q “Blister/Balloons” found in Proto 
– 2001

• May Pirelli submits LIPA SPI proposal to DOE 
• July Pirelli offers Energy Cables for sale 
• Sept SPI to Pirelli for LIPA 
• Dec Leaks found at Frisbie 

– 2002 Pirelli withdraws from LIPA (business  
case needed, not more demos) 

– 2005 Pirelli sells Energy Cables to G-S (Prysmian) 

 Nota Bene!  This slide was originally shown in my presentation, ”Quo Vadis 
High-Tc,” given at the DOE WDW, 31 January 2006! 
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A review of the DTE-Pirelli demo timeline.  Conclusions:  The Frisbie demo did not conclude because 1) the business case for Pirelli cable products in general, not only for HTSC, did not evolve, and, 2) deregulation of the US IOU (investor owned utilities) infrastructure introduced uncertainty respecting adaptation of novel technologies.  See next slide.



Is There a Mass(ive) Market for HTSC 
Cables? 

• Sale of Pirelli Cable Systems (now Prysmian) to
Goldman-Sachs, July 2005
– 12,000 Employees, 52 Plants (Energy + Telecom)
– Sale Price $1.7 B 

• 2004 Revenue & Profit
– Revenue $4.2 B 
– EBIT $144 M 
– Profitability 3% !  

Nota Bene!  The “bullets” shown are also taken “word for word,” from my 
2006 DOE WDW talk. 14 
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Reverse engineering of Pirelli’s business case for divesting its entire, and historic, underground cable enterprise.  Note EBIT and profitability...and compare with Apple, Google, Amazon...etc.  Where would you invest your “surplus cash?”



Lessons Learned (at least in the US) 
• Deregulation (e.g., DTE) dis-encentified the IOUs from

investing in new technologies without the opportunity
to recover that investment from subsequent energy
savings.

• Therefore, it is unlikely market opportunities will
emerge for novel transmission technologies, such as
HTSC, irrespective of cost reduction and energy
savings.

• Capital markets in the US are targeting the “microgrid”
instead.

• But maybe, just maybe, the Dual Use of fossil fuel
transport ROWs will offer a resurrection...stay tuned!
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Retrospective:The US electricity infrastructure and enterprise is substantially different from the rest of the industrialized world, being based on an economic, even when socially derived, e.g. TVA,  on a profit based return on investment.Any new electricity technology, even if “alternatively based,” must eventually satisfy this agenda.At present, capital markets are targeting “microgrid.”  Exposure...storage.  Is there an opportunity for HTSC?And then there’s the possible “dual use” of fossil fuel transport ROWs to “parallel delivery” of electricity via HTSC cables.



“You can’t always get what you want…” 
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My favorite denouement since my early efforts focusing on energy issues since joining EPRI in 1993...echoing what my Mother would tell me in my pre-teen and following years of my life that followed...pure wisdom...summarized on the following last slide.



“…you get what you need!” 
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